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In this white paper we will be exploring and then taking action on the 
exploration of Quantum Thinking to help connect the DOTS in our 
lives, in ways that people do not want to connect . . . but at the heart 

level WANT to connect. 
 
If this white paper doesn’t make sense to you . . . perfect, that’s              
kind of the point. In the Quantum Thinking world, things don’t           
seem to make sense, but they do, but they don’t? The dot’s            
don’t seem to make sense or connect, but they do, but that            
requires a different way of thinking and a lot of mental hard work             
and challenging of how we think.  
 
If you think you understand this white paper . . . well . . . that’s                
even more exciting, as this white paper will help to build your            
humble mental muscles to where you will realize how little you           
know, how you may not take ownership of things like you think            
you do, and how little you care about others and yourself Talk to your ARRT Mentor,                
their Mentor, and your ARRT Host if needed until you find someone who can help you                
understand what is being shared in this white paper. It usually takes an ARRT Green               
Belt to have some level of understanding of this and an ARRT Brown or Black Belt to                 
have the ability to communicate this to others..   
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Through the Engineered CLARITY process, we will hope to peel          
apart the following statement: 
 

“Have you ever noticed that it’s hard to connect the          
dots in life . . . in people? Have you ever noticed            
that often it feels that the things which seem the          
most clear are the least, and the things that are the           
least clear are really very clear?  
 
Have you discovered that when we say “I        
understand” that we really do not, and when we say          
“I don’t understand” we really do?  
 

Have you ever experienced that those things we think are the           
best opportunities, are often a waste of time, and those things           
which seem to be a waste of time, bring the most opportunities? 

 
Do you find that often those you think are your allies           
really aren’t, but really are your enemies; and those         
you think are your enemies, really are your friends?         
Have you found those you think are really smart /          
aware really are very stupid and not awakened,        
while those who really do seem to take personal         
ownership, really aren’t; and those who seem to        
work hard, really don’t and those who seem to be          
lazy, really aren’t? Have you ever noticed that those         
who seem to care for you don’t really care and          
those who seem to not care really do?”  

 
 

Visit the https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com website 
for answers to PEOPLE ~ BUSINESS - LIFE.   
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Purpose 
To assist those in The Wizard’s Community to LEVERAGE Engineered          
CLARITY to help them and those around them to better “Connect The            
Dots” in a very complex world. 
 
A. Where In Your Life Do You Feel You May Not Be Fully 

Connecting The Dots and/or what is your biggest 
challenge? 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
B. List One Thing You Would Like To Feel Awakened In. 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

C. Why Do You Believe You Do Not  Have CLARITY on 
this?  What’s been standing in your way or holding you 
back?  
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

. . . use your hard bound journal to flesh out the details of all of these questions. 
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Think about this . . . who are the best natural Quantum Thinkers in the world? If                 
you said young children, we would agree with you. It seems like the older we               
get, the more life experiences we have, the more education we have . . . that                
more linear we get in our thinking and the harder it is to be creative, i.e. be a                  
Quantum Thinker.  
 
Foundation 
The first thing to gain CLARITY on       
. . . is an understanding . . . that          
any problem we have, in any area,       
is connected to how we think. If       
we were to learn to Think      
Differently . . . then would it be        
possible to gain CLARITY and help      
others to do so as well? 
 
Engineered CLARITY is a precise process which takes participants out of the            
“Habit World” into the “Creative World” to gain power and insights. To learn to              
Think Differently and do so quickly. 
 
Engineered CLARITY has taken decades to discover and develop, and many           
worldwide thought leaders have devoted much of their lives to personally gain            
CLARITY. There is an amazing group of women and men who have            
collaborated to design Engineered    
CLARITY.  
 
In most situations it’s not that we       
don’t have the right answer to      
discovering CLARITY; it’s that we     
don’t know the right Questions.  
 
Even when we do ask the right       
questions, we often are not     
practicing deep Listening, which    
prevents us from hearing what we      
need to hear. In order to learn to        
Think Differently, our hearing is the      
first step to CLARITY. 
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Learning to help others think on a quantum level requires us to do so as well.  
Learning to “connect the dots” seems to become harder to think on a Quantum              
level.  
 
Step 1. What Questions should I be asking that I am not?  
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Step 1: Questions ~ Often we      
come to conclusions far too quickly.      
We don’t look at all the dots and/or        
think that different types (business,     
personal, community) don’t connect    
when in fact they do. Often we will        
find solutions for business in our      
personal / family and find solutions      
for friendships in business. Different     
types of dots and being open to       
connecting dots that don’t seem to      
connect, but actually do, is hard for       
people to do. 
 

Step 2: Listen ~ Quantum     
Listening helps us to listen far beyond the words being shared by ourselves and              
others. We listen at a subconscious level. Listen & See ~           
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRXNNqNfQBs 
 

Step 3: SEE ~ We often think when we Listen that we hear and see what is                 
being said but we miss the energy of what is shared. This energy is hard to                
explain, hard to hear, and hard to see. It’s almost magical / mystical in nature as                
it goes deep into the very being of the individual when done properly. When we               
do this properly, at the deepest levels we see people’s TRUE Intentions.  
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Step 4: THINK ~ We often rush       
into judgement or thought as we      
race through the listen / see      
steps, which causes us to not      
have the ability to do Quantum      
Thinking which is required if we      
want to connect the dots     
properly. The most obvious dots     
to connect often are the best      
ones, and often the dots we don’t       
even see are the best ones and       
we need to look deeper/closer to      
even see them.  
 

Step 5: Capabilities ~ When     
we have completed the first four steps properly we have new capabilities to give              
us the ability to see many more opportunities / dots than when we first started.               
With Quantum Thinking, there are new worlds, new dimensions which will be            
connected based on what DOTS we connect and how we connect those dots. 
 

Step 6: Internalization ~ In the Q&A we’ll go into this as it’s a separate               
model in and of itself.  Crazy cool when we see the science of things. 
 

Step 7: DO ~ Seems simple . . . but it’s not.  More in the Q&A. 
  
Step 8: Results ~ Also seems simple . . . but it’s not.  More in the Q&A. 
 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
 
EC2 ~ Engineered CLARITY Community, if you are reading the Q&A for this             
white paper that should mean that you are a part of EC2. If for some reason you                 
are not a member of EC2, please join, before you go further. It’s only $20 a                
month and it’s worth 10x’s and for many 100x’s or even 1,000x’s. Talk to your               
ARRT Mentor and 2 ARRT Buddies with your thoughts, questions, insights, etc.            
That conversation is what will make everything come alive for you . . . will create                
an AWAKENING.  > https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com/EC2 
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Questions & Answers 
 

Question #01 ~ Where does all this come from? 
 

Answer: Great question and one that’s a bit complex. We will give you the short               
version. Tom Kunz, past President of the largest real estate franchise in the             
world once shared that the number one natural law he believes helped him to              
achieve that level of success was “Claim Unclaimed Territory.”  
   > http://dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success/#et_pb_accordion_item_35 
 
The Engineered CLARITY came from LEVERAGE . . . The Course “The Magical             
Arts of POSITIVE Motivation & Manipulation.” When we learn to LEVERAGE           
what is called the 7 T’s to Great Stewardship, for the mutual benefit of everyone,               
we will, if we deeply desire something, will be willing to do the work required to                
achieve EMPOWERING individuals to see DOTS to connect, see connections to           
solutions which people have never seen.  
 
WARNING: As we shared earlier, this is not easy to see new dots or new               
connections that we are not accustomed to connecting. Often . . . when we              
connect the new dots, just like everything in life, it often doesn’t work . . . the first                  
time or even second or third. DO NOT GIVE UP! You will get better each and                
every time you do it.  
 
   > 5/7 T’s ~ http://dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success/#et_pb_accordion_item_23 
   > Information On LEVERAGE ~ https://leverage.dnaforsuccess.com/welcome 
 
The core behind the entire system is something called BOS ~ Business            
Operating System which consists of three elements, which when brought          
together through a system called ActionVISION produces Engineered CLARITY         
for the mutual benefit of all.  
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The 3 elements, PEOPLE ~ BUSINESS and LIFE, help us to apply over 500              
Natural Laws which govern all success in every area of life personally and             
professionally. When we learn to connect all the elements from all           
three areas together . . . that’s when we will start to see us              
connecting DOTS we never even dreamed of.  
 

 
 
Within each of the 3 elements, there are sub elements which are shown below.              
When we bring all these elements together it gives us the ability to bring out our                
own genius, our own super powers, and the gifts and super powers of those              
around us. A custom ActionVISION plan for us and for others we seek to              
empower them to take ownership of those things we and/or others have taken in              
the past.  
 
    > Case Studies ~ https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com/case-study-businesses 
    > BOS ~ https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com/clarity-7-business-options 
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When we learn Quantum    
Thinking through online courses    
and one-on-one coaching, we    
learn to quickly see not only the       
four major personalities in    
Personality Masteries, but the    
65,536 possible combinations.   
This provides deep insights that     
Google doesn’t know and that AI      
~ artificial intelligence may never     
know?   
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Imagine . . . having     
everyone involved in the    
process of EMPOWERED   
Ownership . . . all being      
curious students, who are    
humble, who are seeking    
to all come together for     
the mutual benefit of all. 
 
That’s really Quantum   
Thinking . . . and it can be        
painful at times and    
without question it moves    
into the creative world or     
some may call it the world      
of disruption.  
 
Each of the four major personalities and the 65,536 possible combinations has            
different dots they can see. Having very different personalities around us will            
help and learning to think as different personality types will help us to see and               
connect the dots in a very different way.  
 

What Are You Thinking Right Now . . .  
(Go ahead and write everything you can down.) 
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While the Quantum Thinking    
5th Generation Thinking   
Model may look complex, it’s     
really not when we break it      
down into small pieces.  
 
It’s usually best to think of      
this process as a journey . . .        
not a destination.  
 
At a minimum, every    
individual involved in any    
way needs to complete a 30      
minute GIFT Strategy   
Session from Life Masteries    
Institute & Legacy Partners.    
Both are non profit organizations devoted to helping businesses and community           
based organizations / groups to come together for the mutual benefit of            
everyone. Once we identify which of the three DNA’s would be best to focus on               
first, we then apply the Engineered CLARITY model and strengthen that specific            
area. Much of the systems, infrastructure, tools, and processes which are used            
to build and/or strengthen that first area will be used to build and strengthen the               
other two areas.  https://solutions.dnaforsuccess.com/the-action-card 
 
1 to 10, with 10 being the best, how would you rate each of the four areas? 
 

Area Rating List One Way To Improve Area 
 
 
 

[___] - 1. Awakening  ~ ____________________________________ 
 
 

[___] - 2. Personal Ownership ~ ____________________________________ 
 
 

[___] - 3. Hard Work  ~ ____________________________________ 
 
 

[___] - 4. Care  ~ ____________________________________ 
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1. Awakening 

It’s interesting how we as human beings have an impression of ourselves            
which, isn’t wrong . . . from one dimension, but also isn’t right either, from               
another dimension. This is not only true with employees but also owners.            
We think we work hard, are fairly smart, care about others, communicate            
fairly well . . . and the list goes on and on. When we understand The NEXT                 
Dimension Principle . . . are awakened through INTERNALIZATION, we          
realize that . . . we don’t work as hard as we think we do, we aren’t as smart                   
as we think we are, we don’t care about others as much as we think we do,                 
and we’re really not all that strong in our communications skills. 
 
Helping people to become “Awakened” takes so much work, so much           
knowledge and wisdom, so much caring, and a great deal of listening and             
clear communications.  
 

Assignment 
Select someone, or better yet 2 ARRT Buddies, who could be awakened and             
share this white paper with them and ask them if they would go through it with                
you and talk about their thoughts and your thoughts and why there are             
differences.  
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To really have an Awakening . . . it seems . . . we must understand understand                 
Dimensional Thinking ideally at the conscious level vs. the subconscious level.  
 
http://dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success/#et_pb_accordion_item_13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What were the results?  
NOTE: Hmmm . . . if you don’t do this assignment . . . well . . . maybe you are                     
saying you WANT something that you’re not willing to do the hard work for? 
 
When we look at the internalization model . . . we hopefully realize that they don’t                
teach this type of thinking in formal education . . . or really in any formal program.                 
As Peter Miles shares “This is a totally foreign concept to corporate America.             
This isn’t anything even close to this out there.  
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2. Ownership 

Of the 500+ Natural Laws, the DNA for LIFE it seems that the hardest              
Natural Law of all Natural Laws for people to pick up is Thinking Differently              
and that directly applies to “Taking Personal Ownership.” There are different           
dimensions to taking ownership which this project / mastermind group is           
pursuing.  
 
 

Assignment 
As owners, leaders, and team members who think like owners and desire to help              
others to do so as well . . . what ACTIONS will we take to move this “ball down                   
the field?” For ladies . . . who may not like football . . . sorry about that. Hmmm,                   
here is a video from Awesome Women which may help. 
   > https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDbaYhUMsuQ 
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3. Hard Work 

Just like in everything else in life, there are dimensions to working hard.             
Employees want managers, leaders, and owners to work harder for them . . .              
and often this leads to entitled mindsets. 
 
It’s like exercise, and it takes a great deal of hard work, a lot of “failure” i.e.                 
things not working and then the discipline to continue to work at it until we               
build the muscle memory, the reflexes where we connect the dots in an             
instant.  
 

Assignment 
For every challenge / problem that we have, write out a minimum of six ways we                
could address that challenge / problem in very different ways. Literally put the             
problem in the middle of a white piece of paper and then list out dots all around                 
the page where each dot could be connected to people, technology, networks,            
databases, systems, tools, thoughts, resources, etc.  
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4. Care 

Hmmm . . . same thing is true here. What’s interesting is how many people               
who don’t have money and are selfish and self centered, aren’t generous            
BUT they are caring, giving, and generous . . . but maybe aren’t so much? 
 
It’s interesting how often those who have a great deal of money, aren’t really              
focused on money and give so much that no one knows about.  

 
 
Assignment 
Hmmm . . . maybe . . . go through and make a list of the most caring people in                    
the group of people you are working through this with. Then . . . think about it                 
further and are those people you think are most caring . . . are they really or do                  
they talk a lot about caring and tell you what you want to hear?  
 
How do we build a conceptual bridge between what other people care about and              
what we care about / desire to achieve.  How do we create win / win situations?  
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Question #02 ~ WOW, this is a lot.  Is there help? 

Is there a mastermind group, online resources, and/or coaching         
which can help me on? 
 
Answer: There is a number of mastermind groups which can help you. Share             
that you are reading the white paper, what you liked about the white paper, and               
one suggestion you would have to make it better.  
 

NEXT STEP . . . Complete a series of simple yet powerful            
questions which will provide us insight. Once you complete         
questions we will reach out to you and schedule your 30 Minute            
GIFT Strategy Session.  
 
~ https://solutions.dnaforsuccess.com/the-action-card ~ 

 
~ For Additional Information On Engineered CLARITY ~  

https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com 
 

~ Engineered CLARITY Community (EC2) ~  
https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com/ec2-community 
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Question #03 ~ How do I get others around me to also                       

connect the dots? 

 
Answer: Go through this white paper and then        
have others in your company / organization to do         
the same.  
 
In our experience the most effective way to do this          
is to use ARRT ~ the Atomic Ripple Reaction         
Team / Tree.  
   > https://www.thewizardslife.com/wizard-arrt 
 
The first step in the process is to find someone who will work harder than you do                 
at this. Now . . . that may seem like an impossible thing to do . . . but remember,                    
there are 7.4 billion people out there and we’re less than 6 people away from               
knowing everyone in the world.  :-) 
 
Many leaders are either encouraging, or sell, or requiring         
those they lead to join the Engineered CLARITY Community         
or EC2. They are doing this out of consideration for those they            
lead AND for their own personal benefit.  
   > https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com/ec2-community 
 
It seems . . . that many younger individuals “Fail To Launch”            
which means they are 10 to 20 years behind in their           
development compared to their parents and/or grandparents.       
They are getting their first jobs later. They are graduating          
from college later. They are marrying later in life, settling and locking into a              
career later, buying their first home later. Their iterations to success . . . major               
milestones in life, are taking longer to hit.  
 
This develops the brain slower, which leads to not more advanced thinking but             
slower thinking and development.  
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Question #04 ~ I’m part of The Wizard’s Community . . .  

. . . how can I use that network to help me and my 2 ARRT                
Buddies to better connect the dots for everyone? 
 
Answer: Sorry to give such a simple solution . . . but . . . get everyone in your                   
network to join The Wizard’s Community or the Engineered CLARITY          
Community EC2.  
  
Step 1:  Get everyone in your life go join some community. 

    > https://www.thewizardslife.com/wizards-community 
 
Step 2:  Get everyone to read this white paper and internalize it through 
Engineered CLARITY. 
              > https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYsamqmFlaE 
                 ~ https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com/clarity-5-30#row--41227 
 
Sometimes we make things harder than they really are. If someone in your             
network isn’t willing to trust you enough to invest $20 a month into something              
well, then you need to get a new network / group of friends.  
 
Invite your friends / network to go through 4 Simple Questions and say they were               
referred by you. One of your first recommendations after the answer the 4             
Simple Questions is to have them join The Wizard’s Community with you. 
 

~ https://www.thewizardslife.com/wizards-community ~ 
 
After they join the community then have them join one of the many weekly              
mastermind groups with you or take a course together and be one of your 2               
ARRT Buddies. 
 
Helping your 2 ARRT Buddies is actually very easy and doesn’t take much time.              
Getting them to CARE enough about 2 other people in their life and doing the               
same thing for those 2 people, as you care for them . . . well . . . . that’s very hard                      
to do. If the people around you are “normal” and not like you, you can invite                
them to be part of Engineered CLARITY Community (EC2)  
 

~ https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com/ec2-community ~ 
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Question #05 ~ Are white males over 50 lazy? 

 
Answer:  Yes, in the Quantum Thinking world the white male, over 50 is lazy. 
 
Now . . . you may find this to be a strange question? If you’re a white male over                   
50 and you’re laughing at the question and the answer . . . well . . . you’re like                   
many white males over 50 out there who have a sense of humor and you               
understand quantum thinking.  
 
If, on the other hand, you are a white male over           
50 and you become defensive, well . . . maybe          
you are being overly influenced by society and        
you’re becoming like most other groups of people        
where you “better not say anything which       
challenges my way of thinking or I’ll write you off          
or we’ll come together as a group and seek to          
destroy you if you say anything bad about me or a           
group I’m with.” The challenge with the white        
male over 50, is that they have never learned to          
“take to the streets” with other white males so they          
don’t know how to LEVERAGE their power and        
force, their 7 T’s to move large masses of people. 
 
White males who attend Harvard, Stanford and the other Ivory League college            
are actually taught this, but it may not be on a formal basis.  
 
Younger white males have / are learning this and the last time this happened, to               
a large degree was in Germany which didn’t work out so well for the white male                
or anyone else. 
 
White males over 50 are a lot like young moms who think they are generous,               
loving, giving and care a lot about others. The difference is that young moms are               
given so much positive praise that they actually buy into this whereas white             
males over 50 are often beat up verbally in the press, holidwood, through             
government and often in their own homes. Often they get used to working really              
hard, saving money, disciplining their own consumption, providing for their          
families and others . . . and accept that they won’t be appreciated for all they                
have done and are doing.  
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Young moms are kind of programmed, in their brains, their very DNA, their             
synopsis are connected in such a way they will take care of their babies and               
young children.  It seems to be wired in them.  
 
If we as young moms are . . . wired or programmed . . . to care for our kids then                     
it’s not really hard work, in a Quantum Thinking world, it’s just habit or reflex. 
 
It seems that white males over 50 are kind of programmed, probably from their              
fathers and grandfathers to care for, provide and support their wives and            
children. They often are taught to leave a legacy of thinking which helps their              
sons and grandsons to realize that “you are not the center of the universe, you               
aren’t as smart as you think you are, you aren’t as caring and you better wake up                 
at a very young age and realize to feel great about yourself, you better learn to                
work hard, enjoy work and bust your butt off . . . because no one cares about the                  
white male so you better learn to care about and take care of not only yourself                
but everyone you can around you. As a white male, you better produce so much               
that you not only provide for your own family but a lot of other people around you                 
as well.  
 
You feel great, not through consumption but through production. Not through           
taking things from others but giving to others. You don’t need to be praised by               
others, you need to work hard and learn to internalize the blessing of your work               
and learn to do that without anyone around you lifting you up. 
 

NOTE: If you are thinking of a white male over 50 who does not represent this                
and you discount what is being shared . . . well . . . in the Quantum Thinking                  
world, you would be called . . . STUPID. What we mean by this is that of course                  
there are young moms do not care for their children and there are white males               
over 50 who do not represent the above, but as a general rule, where you see a                 
society where there is economic success, peace, harmony, caring for others, you            
will see a lot of white males over 50 in that community.  

 
Now . . . let’s get back to the white male over 50 being lazy. It seems . . . that                     
after 30, 40 or 50 years that we as white males can tend to get lazy and feel that                   
we’re entitled to gaining the benefit of our hard work.  
 
We can think that “we’ve worked hard all our lives and our wives, children and               
grandchildren are doing well” so we can kind of kick back and relax . . . OR . . .                    
maybe we see the state of the world and we become so overwhelmed by the               
progressive degeneration that we don’t know how to change it so we just sit back               
and try to enjoy life.   
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If you are white male, over 50 and doing what has been shared above, there is                
no judgement to you of course, because we live in a world that continues to               
degenerate where we don’t call a spade a spade, even when it is. We allow a                
spade to be called whatever it wants to be called. 
 
We don’t call people lazy, sloppy, undisciplined and stupid . . . because that’s not               
nice to do. If we tell our children they are lazy when they are lazy we don’t call                  
that good parenting, we call that abusive parenting.  
 
In the Quantum Thinking world, sorry white males over 50, we won’t judge you,              
we’ll just call you stupid. Yep . . . in the Quantum Thinking world . . . we can do                    
things that the rest of the world won’t do . . . but eventually will figure out is true.  
 
If you are a white male over 50, what do you do? 
 
Take a lesson from President Obama . . . yes          
President Obama. “Lace up your shoes and do        
some organizing.”  
 
No . . . be open minded . . . we’re serious. Think             
about it . . . if a bunch of women aren’t getting paid             
what they think they should get paid what do the do,           
they take to the streets. In the black community, if          
there is a belief that something isn’t fair, they         
organize and march. Something in the Hispanic       
community or any other community.  
 
Think about it, the young white males are starting to learn this and starting to rise                
up and take to the streets. Oh . . . that’s right, this isn’t good when the young                  
white males learn from everyone else and do what they see “is working for              
others.”  
 
Think about it . . . to any “abused group” of people do all this marching,                
organizing, cause all this drama outside of America or other countries where            
there aren’t white males? Nope! See if you wipe out all the people with the               
money, there are no more people to take the money from. 
 
No . . . we’re not serious that white males over 50 should take to the streets. I                  
mean . . . who would do the work?  
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The white male community is like any community in that there are some bad              
white males over 50 who are sexually abusing little girls, gaming the system for              
their own benefit, LEVERAGING their own 7 T’s for not only their own benefit but               
to the harm of others. 
 
White males over 50 had better get their act together or everything they have              
worked so hard to achieve for their children and grandchildren.  
 
We need to lace up our shoes, do some organizing and help people around us to                
Think Differently through Quantum Thinking.  
 
It starts with us learning to Think Differently and then our spouses and then our               
children and grandchildren. We then need to come together, world wide and put             
an end to some of this stupid thinking and help leave a legacy that was left to us                  
from our fathers and grand fathers . . . not of course just our White fathers and                 
grand fathers, but our Black, Hispanic, Asian, Indian, Jewish and others.  
 
This is what Engineered CLARITY Community (EC2) is all about. Helping each            
ethnic group, each gender, each age demographic learn to take personal           
ownership for themselves individually and then their group. Probably best not to            
be any type of group of people trying to fix another group of people. That’s not                
going to work so well for anyone. 
 
Join Engineered CLARITY Community (EC2) and get others around us to do that             
as well.  https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com/ec2-community 
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Case Studies 

 
If you have a case study on Quantum Thinking or know someone who does,              
please email info@lifemasteries.org brieflying sharing your story. Someone from         
Life Masteries Institute or Legacy Partners will be in contact with you to interview              
you with the hope, the intention of sharing your Quantum Thinking story around             
the world.  
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Question #05 ~ What energizes me? . . . CLONE that! 

. . . What energizes, inspires, excites me, when do I feel most alive . . .                 
hmmm how do I maintain that . . . or should I? 
 
Answer:  Do you have thoughts?  Share those with others.  
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Case Study 1 ~ Using ARRT To LEVERAGE Ownership 

 

Background 
My name is Alan Stein and I am a co-founder of Tanglewood Conservatories as              
well as the foundation Untangled Minds. I have noticed in my journey in life that I                
see the greatest success and I take personal ownership and struggle the most             
when I do not. I am using the Quantum Thinking model and the ARRT System,               
which was created to bring peace to the Middle East to help create an ARRT               
Ripple which will help me fulfill and live my life vision each and every day and                
help others to do the same.      www.tanglewoodconservatories.com 
 

My Approach 
I will find two ARRT Buddies where I will help them learn to do what I am doing                  
for myself and those around me. Please email me if you are interested in joining               
me in my journey.  
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Case Study 2 ~ Frustrated, people moving SO slow! 

 

Background 
I woke up at 3:58 am this morning with my mind running at a QT level.  
 

My Approach 
I actually probably started to stir at 2:30 am or earlier and disciplined myself to               
not get up but to sleep another ninety minutes and allow my brain to sort things                
out. When I got up, I quickly ripped through my emails and completed something              
I was thinking of before I went to bed and then I took a couple of hours roughly to                   
put together the following email and sent it to 56 people.  
 

Manage Up/Out 
Share with your ARRT Mentor, 2 ARRT Buddies and maybe additional people            
the three following things after you read the email sent. You can read about              
Quantum Thinking but the only way to get good at it, is to do a lot of it. 
 

1. What did I LEARN. 
2. What ACTION will I take. 
3. What do I need to learn NEXT. 

 

My Efforts / Email Sent 
Everyone, included in this email . . . this type of thinking just blows my mind. I feel like a                    

young child who has just discovered something new. :-) I hope you enjoy Quantum              

THINKING . . . Connecting the dots as much as I do.  :-)  ~ click here ~  

 

As Tom Kunz shared . . .  

   "Trust the integrity of the system."  

      "Just DO IT"  

        "Luke . . . there is no try there is only do or do not." 
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. . . how I wished that each of you could see how moving quickly, even just one minute                   

faster can change your life and how by not taking action quickly . . . costs you so very                   

much . . . and you'll never know it.  

 

Lisa, Beth, Matthew and Micheal . . . are you ready for something magical to happen?                

:-)  

● Lisa, I woke up at 3:57 am this morning with the following on my mind.  :-)  It 
comes from the Quantum world of thinking.  

● Michael, when you register for ActionVISION, the engine will engage and 
things will happen in your life that you never even dreamed possible.  :-)  

OK . . . let's get to work on the magic.  :-) 

● Beth / Lisa, you are seeking to massively take your printing company to 10x.  
● Matthew you are seeking to 10x your accounting firm as well. 
● Michael, you are seeking to work a lot less, make a bigger impact, be respected 

more and would be nice to earn a lot more as well while working less.  In the world 
you seek to enter, the Quantum World, one week, one day and even one hour / 
minute can make a difference.  Impossible, it seems to explain, but trust me when I 
share even one minute can make a difference.   :-)  

● > > > QT ~ You all live and/or have connections in Wisconsin.  Learn to connect 
all the dots below to your printing company and you'll have a worldwide printing 
company in 2020.  :-)  

● Paul, you have finished LEVERAGE the course ~click here ~ and now have 
registered and are participating in Psychology of PEOPLE ~ click here ~ and 
desire to find three other people to do the  Psychology of PEOPLE for Mortgage 
Professionals.  

● > > > QT ~ Do you SEE how you could LEVERAGE printing companies, accounting 
firms and top level real estate professionals all over the world to create MASSIVE 
distribution channels and gain access to hundreds of thousands of people?  

● Emily, the San Antonio event www.Life-GPS.org are all powerful systems which will 
be used by everyone to 10x . . . whatever they want in life . . . without having to do 10x 
the world.  It's almost too good to be true . . . but the result of many great 
ActionVISION plans all coming together and then be 10x or 100x or so much more.  

● > > > QT ~ Beth's printing company will be partnering with Life Masteries Institute 
(LMI) so make sure you are included in one of the masterminds (Thu. 11 am (et)) call 
with she and Lisa to DRIVE that forward. 

●      > Wednesday Nov. 13th at 6 pm (et) there is a webinar that will blow people's 
minds.  They should plan on attending and invite everyone they know to attend as 
well.  
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● Michelle & Ski, don't worry about understanding all this . . . my crazy brain :-), just 
look at what you do understand and act on that.   :-) 

● > > > QT ~ Hmmm . . . could Ski pick up 3 speaking gigs from helping you raise 
funds to have you travel from the Philippines to San Antonio?  ~ click here ~  Could 
Ski help his speaking business to have a Leap Week, by caring about your dreams / 
goals?  

●  
● Randy, you have been doing great with the 30 Day Challenge on The Secret About 

Time to give you 20 extra hours of free time a week AND take one week off a month. 
:-)  

● > > > QT ~ When you join EC2 ~ Engineered CLARITY Community  
~ click here ~ and get all those around you to do so, you won't have to invest all your 
time and money into developing others . . . EC2 will do that for you and you'll not only 
gain a lot of extra time, but also earn a lot more for a lot less work.  :-) 

● Peter Pabon, you world is changing in being the executive director for a non profit 
organization in Chicago.  Like everyone listed above you in this list, you have been 
very successful both business and personally.  :-)  In this new role you will need to 
think and act a lot faster.  You will realize that people's lives literally rely on  

● > > > QT ~ When you complete an assessment faster ~ click here you are living by 
faith and that's a crazy way to live.  :-)  

● Royal and Matthew, Matthew, help Royal to lock down 60 minutes a week to 
complete the LEVERAGE course.  The LEVERAGE course is the first step in Royal 
taking his decades of experience in accounting and as a putting that into something 
which will create PASSIVE INCOME.  With 10,080 minutes in a week, finding 60 
minutes of discipline should require not very much discipline.  :-)  

● > > > QT ~ Royal, there are "xx" number of steps to achieve a legacy / create passive 
income.  Learning to take the easy steps a lot faster will help you get to where you 
want to go a lot faster.  

If I didn't list you above . . . do you wonder why? Three are 55 of you, so it's crazy just                      

with what I did . . . but if you feel left out email me and I'll help you apply QT to whatever                       

you are doing.  :-)  

 

I probably accomplished more in this email that I could have accomplished in over 80               

hours of work. :-) Check out this new case study built from this. Case Study #2:                

People move so slow ~ click here ~  

 

Pretty crazy stuff.  
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